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1. Introduetion 

ON MINIMAL BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

By T. G. Raghavan and 1. L. Reilly 

If X is a set and L is the set of all topologies on X , then it is well known 

that L is a complemented complete atomic lattice and L is non-modular if the 

cardinality of X is at least three, see Steiner [9] for example. In this paper 

we discuss the notion of minimal bitopological spaces in the partially ordered set 

LXL, and obtain characterizations of such spaces for various bitopological 

properties. We now introduce the necessary terms and notation. 

In the bitopological space(X, 칸， 킹)， a non-empty subset ‘갖 of 캉 (z' =1, 2) is 

a .3; open filter if ‘중 satisfies 

(i) rþ $.‘중 

(ii) if U, V ε ‘중 then U n VE ‘중 

(iii) if G E 적- and G그U for some UE ‘중 then G ε ‘중. 

If, instead of (i), (ii) and (iii) ‘용 satisfies (i) and (iv) if U, V ε ‘중 there is a 

w ε ‘중 such thatWζUnV， then ‘중 is a 킹- open filterbase. 

If B is a filterbase on (X, 칸， 칼) the .3; adherence of B is defined by 

캉 ad(B)=n {칸 cl U: UεB} 

(Throughout this paper the ..9í closure of the set A is denoted by ..9í cl A.) 
The following definition was first given by Weston [10] who used the term 

“ consistent". (X, 적， 킹) is pairwise Hausdorff if for each pair of distinct points 

x and y in X there is a 칸 open set U and a 걷 open set V such that x ε U, 

Y E V and U and V are disjoint. If this disjointness condition can be replaced 

by the stronger condition 킹 cl Un 칸 CI V=rþ, then (X, 칸， 킹) is pairwise 

Urysohn. (X, 칸， 킹) is pairwise completely Hausdorff if for each pair of 

distinct points x and y in X there is a function f: X • [0, 1] such that f(x) =;6: 

f (y) and f is 적- upper semicontin uous (henceforth abbreviated as u. s. c.) and 
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-% lower semi-continuous (1. s. c.) where z', j = 1, 2 and i낯j. 

The next two separation properties were introduced by KeIly [7J. (X, 칸， 쪽〉 

is pairwise regular if for each point x in X and each 킹- closed set P such that 

x tE. P there is a 킹- open set U and a .:ç open set V disjoint from U such that 

x ε U and PCV, where i, j=l, 2 and 쩍. (X, 칸， 킹) is pairwise normaI if for 

each 걷 closed set A and 킹 closed set B disjoint from A there is a 껴 open set 

V containing B and a ...9'2 open set U disjoint from V containing A. FoIlowing 

Fletcher [4J we say that (X, 칸， 킹) is pairwise completely regular if for each 

.;r- closed set C and each point x 훌 C there is a function 1: X• [α 1J such that 

I(C) =1, l(x)=O and 1 is 캉 u. s. c. and 킹 I. s.c. , where z',j=l, 2 and i -:pj. 

2. Pairwise Hausdorff pairwise compact spaces 

In this section we show that the delicate position of the compact Hausdorff 

topology in the Iattice .2" of topologies on X carries over to the bitopological 

situation. Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty [5J caII a cover;!( of (X,..9J, .3중) pairwise 

open if UC적 U 킹 and if;!( contains a non-empty member of 적 and a non

empty member of ...s증. If every (countable) pairwise open cover of (X,..9J, .3갖) 

has a firiite subcover the space is said to be pairwise (countably) compact. If 

1: (X, 칸， 걷)→(Y， .9;., ~) is a map between bitop이ogicaI spaces we say 1 is 

pairwise continuous (respectively; closed, open, homeomorphism) if 1 : (X, ..9J)• 
(Y， κ) and 1: (X, 킹)→(y ， ~) are continuous (respectively; closed, open, 
homeomorphisms). 

We need the foIIowing two results. The first is due to Weston [1이 , and the 

second is Lemma 3 of Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty [5J. Note that in Proposition 2 

A needs to be a proper subset of X. 

PROPOSITION 1. 11 (X,..9J • ...9'2) is pairwise H aμsdorll and A z's a ..9J compact 

sμbset 01 X then A 섭 걷 closed. 

PROPOSITION 2. 11 (X, ..9J, ...9'2) z's pairwise coηzpact and A is a ..9J cl osed 

prφer subset 01 X thell A is .3중 comφact. 

THEOREM 1. 11 (X, 적， ...9'2) z's paz'rwise compact, (y, κ， ~) is pairwise 

Hausd따f and 1: (X, 걷， 킹)→(y，.9;.， ~) is a pairwz'se continuous su까cti0%， 

then (a) 1 is paz'rwise closed (b) zf 1 is injective, 1 is α pairwise homeom01ψhisηz. 
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PROOF. (a) If A is a 칸 closed proper subset of X. then it is 킹 compact by 

Proposition 2. Hencef(A) is .9; compact. and thus .9i closed by Proposition 1. 

If A=X, then f(A)=Y. and so is .9i closed. Thus f: (X • .9l)• (Y • .9i) is 

closed, and similarly for f: (X • ..92")→α，.， .9;). 
(b) is immediate. since f : (X. 킹7→(Y • .9i) is a closed continuous bijection 

and therefore a homeomorphism. for z' = 1. 2. 

We call the bitop이ogical space (X. 칸， 킹) minimal pairwise Hausdorff if it is 

pairwise Hausdorff and if (X, 적， J캉) is pairwise Hausdorff with 캉 C 칸 and 

..94 c ..92 then 캉=적 and ..94=킹. Minimality of other bitop이ogical properties 

is similarly defined. and maximality has the obvious definition. 

THEOREM 2. Every paz"rzνz"se compact paz"rwz'se Hausdorff bitoþologz'cal sþace is 

maxz"mal pairwise compact and miniηzal þairμlise Hausdorff. 

PROOF. Let (X • .9l. .ý갖) be pairwise compact and pairwise Hausdorff. Then if 

(X. χ， 옳) properly contains (X. 칸， 킹). (X • .9i. ~) is not pairwise compact. 

For otherwise. the previous theorem implies that the identity function (X. gr. 찢) 
• (X. 껴， 킹) is a pairwise homeomorphism. contradicting the hypothesis of 

proper containment. Similarly. if (X. 적， 걷) properly contains (X.~. ~). 

then (X，~. ~) is not pairwise Hausdorff. 

A similar set of results can be used to show that every pairwise countably 

compact pairwise Hausdorff first countable bitopological space is maximal pair-

wise countably compact and minimal pairwise Hausdorff first countable. 

EXAMPLE. Let X be any infinite set, 적 be the cofinite topology on X and 

..92 be the discrete topology on X. Certainly (X. 칸， 킹) is pairwise Hausdorff. 

We claim it is minimal pairwise Hausdorff. Since (X. gr, ~) pairwise Hausdorff 

implies that (X,.9i) is T 1 for z'=1,2 and (X,.9l) is minimal T l' we cannot have 

캉 properly contained in 칸 and still have (X. 킹. ~) pairwise Hausdorff, for 

.9; any top이ogy on X. We fix 칸， and consider a topology 쫓 properly containeè 

in 킹. Choose ..94 to be one of the anti-atoms in the lattice .2' of topologies on 

X. So .Ý캉 is an ultraspace on X. so is either a principal or nonprincipal ultra

space, see Steiner [9]. An ultraspace is T 1 if and only if it is nonprincipal, 

and (X • .9l. .ý캉) pairwise Hausdorff requires (X. .Ý캉) to be .9l. Thus ...s중 is 

a nonprincipaI ultraspace on X , so that .Ý강 is of the form .9(X - {x})U~ 

where ‘!?(X - {x}) is the collection of all subsets of X which do not contain x 
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and zf is a nonprincipal 

infinite subset of X meets every member of 칸. Thus every 칸 open 

every T4 open set that contains x. Thus (X, .9í, .9'4) is not pairwise Hausdorff, 
so that (X, 칸， 걷) is minimal pairwise Hausdorff. We observe that(X, 컨， 킹) 

immediately impIies that it is minimal 

an of zf being member any Now X. on ultrafilter 

set meets 

so that Theorem 2 1S pairwise compact, 
pairwise Hausdorff. 

Example 4] give another example of a pairwise Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty [5, 
Hausdorff pairwise compact space. 

Filterbase characterizations 3. 

In this section we obtain filterbase characterizations of several minima1 bitopo

extensively by 

and Scar bor-

discussed 

Herrlich [6] 

been have results 

[3], Bourbaki 

Re1ated topologica1 

Sorgenfrey [2] , Berri and 

Z,J and on (X, 칸， ..92), g; is a ~ filterbase definitions, following 

logica1 spaces. 

Berri [1] , 
[8]. 

the 
i ;éj. 

ough 

In 

=1, 2, 

p$. 
that 

respect to .:rif for each point 

set U containing p and a set V in g; such 

with ‘!?ð is 쭈 Urysohn 

.:r ad (g;) there is a .:r open 

캉 cl un .:r cl V=rþ. 

D EFINITION 1. 

‘!?ð is 캉 comþletely Hausdorll with respect to .:r if for each 

point p $..:r ad (‘!?ð) there is a .:r open set U containing p, a set V in g; and a 

function 1 : X • [0, 1] such that I(U)=l, I(V) =0 andl is .:r 1. s. c. and 캉 u. s. c. 

DEFINITION 2. 

respect to 킹- if for each U E g; there ‘!?ð is 껴:- regμlar wUh 

is a V ε g; such that 킹← CI VcU. 

DEFINITION 3. 

each respect to .:r if for 

such that I(V)=O, F(X-

g; is ~ completely 

is a V ε g; and a function 1 : X • [0, 1] 

with regμlar DEFINITION 4. 

Uεg; there 
and 킹- 1. s. c. U) = 1 and 1 is ~ u. s. c. 

11 (X, 칸， 쪽) is paz.rwz.se H aμsdo까f， the lolloμ·%g a7e eqμzva-THEOREM 3. 

lent. 

(a) (X, 적， 킹) is ηzz·fziηzal paz.rw상e Hausdorll. 

(b) Every ‘깐 opeη lilterbase on X with a uniqμe 킹- adherent poz.nt p z.s 적- C0%

zνhere i ,j=1,2, i ;éj. ve:γgent to p, 

J 

j 

i 

filterbase Condition (b) of Theorem 3 states that if g; 1 is a 적 open REMARK. 
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with a unique 킹 adherent point p, and if !!ð 2 is a ..92 open fiIterbase with the 

same point p as its unique 칸 adherent point then !!ð 1 is 걷 convergent to p and 

‘:H2 is 걷 convergent to p. We observe that this sharing of the point p applies 

also to our later characterizations of minimal bitopological spaces in Theorems 

4, 5 and 6. 

PROOF of Theorem 3. 

(a) imp1ies (b). Let (X, 적， 걷) be minimal pairwise Hausdorff and !!ð i be a Jf.' 

open filterbase with unique .5[' adherent point p. Let .5[' <x>denote the collection 

of all 킹- open neighbourhoods of x. Let 짚={U: U ε킹-， p 줄 U}U {VUB: VE 

Jf.' <p> , B ε ‘짝} where 정 is the fiIter generated by !!ð i' for i = 1, 2. Clearly (X, 

‘9;, ~) satisfies 쩍 I 킹 and κ ζ ..92. Let x be a point of X distinct from p. 
Then x is not a .5[' adherent point of ‘갖z’ so that there is. a V E .5[' (x) such that 

VnB=tþ for some B ε ‘ε. Since (X, 칸， 캉) is pairwise Hausdorff, there is a 

Uε 킹←<þ> and a Wε 킹←(x) such that unw=tþ. Now vnwε경<x> 

sinceVnWε 킹-<x> and pEt= vnw. Moreover, UUBE .9i<þ>, and (VnW)n 

(UUB)=tþ. AIso if x and y are different points of X each distinct from Þ it is 

clear that there is a .9i open set U and a 킹 open set V with x ε U, yEVand 

unV=tþ. Hence (X， 쩌， 쩌) is pairwise Hausdorff. By the minimality of (X, 칸， 

킹) we have 쩍=칸 and ~=킹. ln partic비ar， 주(þ)=잉(þ)， so that 

U ε 킹- <þ) implies U ε 경 <þ>. Hence U그B for some B ε ‘짖깐， so that the 

fiIterbase !!ði is Jf.' convergent to p. 

(b) implies (a). Let (X，.9;，~) be pairwise Hausdorff such that .9;C ..9í and 

쩌ζ쪽. We show that .9i =칸 by proving that .9i<þ)=.9iφ for each point 

p in X , z.=1 ,2. Let p be any point in X , then .9i <þ) is a 칸 open filterbase. 

Now φ is the only .5[' adherent point of .9i<þ), since .!Ç cl AC잉 cl A and (X, 

.9;, κ) is pairwise Hausdorff. Therefore, by condition (b), 짚<þ) is 킹’ convergent 

to p. Hence .9i<þ)그Jf.' <p). Clearly .9iφ〉ζ킹-<p)， so that .9i <þ> =Jf.' <þ> as 
desired. 

1n the following theorem, G denotes one of the properties Urysohn, completely 
Hausdorff, regular or completely regular. 

THEOREM 4. Let (X, 칸， 킹) be a þaz"rμlise G bitφological space. Then the 

foll owing a1’e eqxtνalent. 

(a) (X, 적， 킹) z.s miniηzal pairωise G. 
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(b) Eνery 킹- oþen fz'l terbase on X whz"ch Z"S ~ G wz'th respect to 킹- and which 

has a unz"que -%' adherent poz":χt p, z.s ~ conνergent top, where z", j=1 , 2, i =pj. 

PROOF. (a) impIies (b). Let (X, 적， 킹) be minima1 pairwise G, and !JJi be a 

2 • open filterbase on X which is 킹- G with respect to 킹- and which has a unique 

경- adherent point ψ. Let ..5칼 be the filter generated by Bi’ and as in the proof 

of Theorem 3 we define the topo1ogy !4 on X by κ={U: U ε 적-， φ tiU} U {VU 

B:VE.:{• <p> , B ε ‘짖깐}， for z" =1, 2. If we show that (X，.9;，~) is pairwise G, 

then !4=캉 by the minimaIity of (X, 적， 킹). Again as in the proof of Theorem 

3, this imp1ies that ‘gi is 껴:- convergent to p. We discuss the cases separate1y. 

(i) G= Urysohn. It is clear that if x and y are distinct points of X both dif

ferent from p then they can be separated by appropriate sets. Now 1et x be 

distinct from p. Since ‘gi is 킹- Urysohn with respect to 캉 there is a U ε t 
<x> such that ‘5f" cl un -%' cl B=rþ for some B in ‘fDi • Since (X, 칸， 킹) is pair

wise Urysohn there is a V ε Zφ)andaW ε -%' <x> such that ~ cl wn킹 

cl V=rþ. Then 킹- cl (unW)= !4 cl(UnW), and sinceφ EVUBwe have 킹- CI (V 

UB)=쭈 cl (VUB). Furthermore, !4 CI (unw)n앙 cl (VUB)=rþ. Hence (X, 

.9;，~) is pairwise Urysohn. 

(ii) G=Comp1ete1y Hausdorff. First suppose that x is distinct from p. Since 

‘gi is 캉 comp1ete1y Hausdorff with respect to -%' there is a U ε -%' <x> , some 

BE ‘fD i and a function f : X • [O, lJ such that f(U) = 1, f(B) =0 and f is 캉 1. s. 

c. and 킹- u.s.c. Then f (P)=O. For otherwise, 1et f(P) =k> O. Let L= [k/2, 1]. 

Since f is -%' 1. s. c. ,. f-l(L) is 킹- open, and f- 1(L)nB=rþ imp1ies that p ti 캉- CI 

B, which contradicts {P} =-%' ad (!JJi)' Now f is 잉 1. s. c. at the point p, for 

p ε X and f(X)c [0, lJ. Sincefis~ u.s.c. , for each k>O there is a ~ open 

set V such that p 드 Vand f(V)C[O, k). Now f(B)=O imp1ies f(VUB)ζ [0， k) , 

and VUB is !4 open, so thatf is !4 u. s. c. at the point p. If z is some point 

other than p, two cases arise. If f(z) =0, then z E X , f(X)ζ [0, 1J and X is 경 

open. If f(z)=k>O , then sincefis -%, l. s.c. there isa 킹- open set V such that 

z ε V and f(V)C(r , lJ , for each r such that O<r<k~ Moreover p졸V as f (Þ)=O. 

Thus V is 킹 open. Hence, in both cases, f is 잉 1. s. c. at z. Similarly we can 

show that f is !4 u. s. c. at z. 

Now suppose that x and y are both different from p. Since !JJ i is 져:- complctely 

Hausdorff with respect to -%" there is a U ε -%' <x> , some B ε 쪼 and a func-
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tionf: X • [0.1] such that f(U) = 1. f(B) = 0 and f is 캉- u. s. c. and 킹- l. s. c. If 

f(Y) :;F1 then f will serve as the desired function. If f(y)=l the situation is more 

difficu1t. Since (X • .9J. ，j갚) is pairwise comp1ete1y Hausdorff there is a function 

g: X • [0. 1] which is ~ u. s. c. and 킹- 1.s.c. and g(x) :;Fg(y). Now 1et h(z)= 

f(z). g(z) for all z ε X. Then h is 킹- u. s. c. and 영-l. s.c. ， and h(x)=g(x) whi1e 

h(y)=g(y) so that h(x) :;F h(y). As before f (Þ )=O, so h(þ)=O. Then h is .9f l. s. 

c. at þ, since h(X)ζ [0, 1] and X ε 쭈. Since h is ~ u. s. c. , for each k> 0 there 

is a 킹- open set V with Þ E V and h(V)ζ [0, k). Moreover, h(B)=O since f(B) =0. 

Thus h(VUB)C [0. k). and VUB is ‘5깐 open, so that h is ‘9' i U. S. c. at p. If z is 

some point other than þ , a simi1ar argument to that above shows that h is 경 

1. s. c. at z and Y. u. s. c. at z. 

Thus any pair of points of X can be separated by a suitab1e function , so that 
(X. Yt, .9;) is pairwise comp1ete1y Hausdorff. 

(iii) G=regu1ar. The pairwise regu1arity of (X, Yt. ~) at any point other than 

Þ follows immediate1y from that of (X, 적，..92'). Let VUB be a Y. open neigh

bourhood of þ , where V ε ‘5f"<Þ> and BE 찜. Since (X, κ， 쩍) is pairwise 

regu1ar there is a Q ε ~ <þ> such that .:r cl QCV. Since ‘fß i is ~ regu1ar 

with respect to .:r there is a W ε !9i such that .:r cl WCB. Now Þ ε Q so that 

.% cl Q=쭈 cl.Q, and Þ ε ‘ξ cl W so that .:r cl W=잉 cl W. Thus QUW 

E잉<þ> and 쭈 cl (QUW)ζVUB. Thus (X，κ . .9;) is pairwise regu1ar at þ. 

(iv) G=comp1ete1y regu1ar. First suppose that A is Y. closed and Þ 졸 A. Let 

X-A=VUB where V ε Y.<P> and B 드 gi· Now 8i is z- compIeteIy regular 

with respect to 킹- so there is a Bl E !9i and a function f: X • [0, 1] such that 

f(B1)=O , f(X-B)=l andf is 킹- u. s. c and .:r l. s. c. Since (X • .9J • ..92') is pair

wise comp1ete1y regu1ar there is a function g : X • [0.1] such that g (þ)=O. g(X 

- V) = 1 and g is 킹- u. s. c. and .:r 1. s. c. We define h : X • [0, 1] by h(z) = f(z). 

g(z) , for z ε X. C1ear1y, h is .9 i U. S. c. and 캉 l. s . c. at any point z distinct 

fromþ , h(þ)=O and h(A)=l. Since h(þ)=Oandh(X)C[O.l j, h is 킹 1. s. c. at þ. 

Now for each e such that 0 <e <1 since f is 킹- u. s. c. there ii a W ε 킹-<þ> 

with f(W)ζ [0, e). Then f(WUB1)C [0. e). Hence h(WUB1)C [0. e) and WUBj 

E .9i' so that h is 경 u. s. c. at þ. 

Now suppose that x is a point of X distinct from ψ. that A is 킹 closed and 

x~4. Let U1=X-A so that U1εY. <x>. Since x is not a ~← adherent point 

of !9i there is a V1 E 캉<x> such that v1nB=ø for some B E 쭉. Let W=Uj 
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nv1• Since (X. 칸， 킹) is pairwise completely regular there is a function f' : X 

• [0.1] such that f'(x)=l , f'(X - W)=O andf' is 킹‘ u. s. c. and ..3'; 1. s. c. Now 

Ez is 적- completely regular with respect to ..3'; so there is a B' E .::9i and a fun

ction g' : X • [0. 1] such that gτB')=O. 호(X - B) = 1 and g' is 킹- u.s.c. and 킹 

1. s. c. We define k: X • [0.1] by k(z)=f'(z). g'(z) for z ε X. Then k(x)=l 

and k(X - W) = 0 so that k(A) = O. We now prove that k is 영 u. s. c. and 앙 1. 

s. c. If z is any point distinct from P. two cases arise. If k(z) =0, then k(X) 

ζ [0, 1] so that k is 경 1. s. c. at z. For any r>O, since k is 칸 u. s. c. there is 

a V2 ε Yi<z> such that k(V2)ζ [0, r). Furthermore, we choose V2 so that 

p 종 V2• Then V 2 ε g. <z>. and k is g. u. s. c. at z. If k(z)~O， let r be such 

that O<r<k(z). Let r 1 and r2 be such that f'(z) ε (r1’ 
1], g ’ (z) ε (r2, 1] and 

η 'r2=r. Now gτp) = 0, otherwise P 졸킹- cl B'. Since f' is 킹- 1. s. c. there is 

a V 3 ε ..3'; <z> such that f'(V3)C(η， 1] • Since g' is ..3'; 1. s. c. there is a V 4 

ε 킹- <z> such that g ’ (V4)C(r2' 1]. Then k [V3nV4]C(r, 1], zEv3nv4 and 

p ε v 3nv4, so that v3nv4 ε 경<z> and k is 정 1. s. c. at z. Similarly we can 

show that k is .5f' u.s.c. at z. Now k (P )=O, so it is clear that k is 정 1. s. c. 

at p. For each r>O since g ’ is 킹- u. s. c. there is a H E 적-<p> such that 

g ’ (H)C [0, r). Then g'(HUB')C [0, r) , so that k(HUB’)C [0, r) and hence k is g. 

u. s. c. at p. 

(b) implies (a). Suppose that (X,.9;, .9;') is pairwise G and that g. ζ.5f' for 

t' = 1. 2. Let ψ be any point of X. Consider the 킹← open filterbase g. <þ>. Cer

tainly p is a ..3'; adherent point of g. <φ>. and it is unique since (X • .9;, .9;') is 

pairwise G. We now show that g. <p> is 칸 G with respect to ..3';. Consider 

the case G= Urysohn. (For the other three properties, the proof follows similar 

lines. and hence is omitted.) Take any point x fE ~← ad (g. <p>), so X7'앵. 

Since (X ,.9;, .9;') is pairwise Urysohn there is a U ε g.<p> and a V ε 킹 <x> 

ζ..3'; <x> such that 양 cl ung. cl V=rþ. But ..3'; cl UC경 cl U and .5f' cl 

VC 잉 cl V , so that ..3'; cl un ‘r cl V =rþ, and hence 경 〈껑> is 킹- Urysohn 

with respect to 킹-. Thus (b) implies that g. <p> is ‘~ convergent to þ. 

Hence g. <þ>그쭈<Þ>. so that g.φ>=칸〈ψ> ， for each point p in X. 
and i=1 ,2. Thus g. =칸 for i= 1, 2, and (X, 칸， 킹) is minimal pairwise G. 

Using similar arguments we can obtain filterbase characterizations of minimal 

first countable bitopological spaces. A filterbase on X is countable if the filter 

it generates is a countable collection of subsets of X. 
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THEOREM 5. Let (X, 칸， 킹) be aþat"rψt"se Hausdorff bzïopologz'cal space. Then 

the follozv t"ng are equt"valent. 

(a) (X, 적， 킹) z's ηgz·%2-ηzal pat"rzvt"se Hausdorff f t"rst countable. 

(b) Eνery countable 킹- open f t"lterbase on X zvzïh a uniψte 킹‘ adherent pot"nt 

φ， ts 캉 conν'ergent to p, zvhere i, j , = 1, 2, 셜j. 

THEOREM 6. If (X, 칸， 킹) is pair따se G first countable the follozving are 

eqZtZ.νalent. 

(a) (Xi,..9í, .ý중) is miniηzal pairwise G first countable. 

(b) Eν'ery countable T i open filterbase on X μIhich is ..;캄 G μlith resþect to .5f" 
and which has a uniqμe 킹- adherent point p, is 킹- convergent to p, where i,j=l , 
2, i~j. 
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